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A theoretical framework is introduced that describes possibleCPT-violating effects in the context of
quantum electrodynamics. Experiments comparing the anomalous magnetic moments of the e
and the positron can place tight limits onCPT violation. The conventional figure of merit adopted in
these experiments, involving the difference between the correspondingg factors, is shown to provide
a misleading measure of the precision ofCPT limits. We introduce an alternative figure of merit
comparable to one commonly used inCPT tests with neutral mesons. To measure it, a straightforwa
extension of current experimental procedures is proposed. With current technology, aCPTbound better
than about 1 part in 1020 is attainable. [S0031-9007(97)03884-2]

PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 12.20.Fv, 13.40.Em, 14.60.Cd
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The CPT theorem [1] is a powerful result holding fo
local relativistic quantum field theories of point particle
in flat spacetime. It states that such theories must be
variant under the combined operations of charge conju
tion C, parity reversalP, and time reversalT. Among the
implications of the theorem are the equality of particle a
antiparticle masses and lifetimes.

Invariance underCPT has been tested in a variety o
experiments [2]. The tightest bound published to d
arises from experiments with the neutral kaon system
where theCPTfigure of merit

rK ; jsmK 2 mK dymK j (1)

is known to be smaller than 2 parts in 1018. This remark-
able precision is possible because neutral-kaon osc
tions provide a natural interferometer with dimensionle
sensitivity controlled by the mass difference between
physical KL and KS states:jsmL 2 mSdymK j . 10214.
The quoted precision forrK is thus attained via measure
ments with a precision of about 1 part in 104.

Atomic experiments have also confirmedCPT sym-
metry. High-precision comparisons of the anomalo
magnetic moments of the electron and positron curren
provide the most stringent bounds onCPTviolation in lep-
ton systems [4]. Denote the electron and positrong factors
by g2 andg1, respectively. Then, a conventional figu
of merit used in these experiments is [2]

rg ; jsg2 2 g1dygav j , (2)
which is known to be smaller than 2 parts in 1012. The
experiments confine isolated single electrons or positr
in a Penning trap for the indefinite periods [4,5] an
measure their cyclotron and anomaly frequencies to
precision of better than 1 part in 108. These frequencies
can be combined to determineg 2 2, which is of order
1023, and hence to yield the limit onrg.

The figure of meritrg is poorer thanrK by about 6
orders of magnitude, even though the experimental m
surements involved in theg 2 2 experiments are about 4
orders of magnitude sharper. This discrepancy origina
0031-9007y97y79(8)y1432(4)$10.00
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in the difference between the quantities entering the
mensionless figures of merit. One is a mass (energy)
ference while the other is a coupling difference. Indee
all CPT tests to date have looked for differences betwe
particles and antiparticle masses, lifetimes, or couplin
An important limiting factor in comparing bounds from
various systems and in establishing new tests has been
absence of a theoretical framework for describing possi
CPTviolation.

The combination of the theoretical proof ofCPT invari-
ance in conventional field theory and high-precision tests
experiments has triggered investigations of possibleCPT
violation as a candidate signature for new physics beyo
the standard model, such as string theory [6]. The curr
bounds in the kaon system are close to the scale of s
pressedCPTviolation possibly arising in strings [6,7], and
new tests in other neutral-meson systems are feasible
analysis of existing data or in planned experiments [7,
There are also possible implications for baryogenesis [

Motivated by these ideas, a theoretical framework f
the treatment of possibleCPT and Lorentz violations at
the level of the standardSUs3d 3 SUs2d 3 Us1d model
has recently been developed [10]. Within this framewo
a generalCPT- and Lorentz-violating extension to the
standard model has been presented that appears to mai
desirable features of the quantum field theory, includi
gauge invariance, naive power-counting renormalizabili
and microscopic causality. PossibleCPT violations are
controlled by parameters with values to be bounded
experiment.

The existence of this model suggests a variety of e
perimental approaches to testingCPT and makes possible
a quantitative comparison of various figures of merit.
the present work, we consider a restriction of the mod
to quantum electrodynamics to investigate tests ofCPT
using the anomalous magnetic moments of the elect
and positron. In what follows, we use this model to sho
that the conventional figure of meritrg adopted ing 2 2
experiments is a misleading measure ofCPT bounds in
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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lepton systems. Instead, an alternativeCPT figure of
merit is introduced, and its value within our model is o
tained. A straightforward experimental procedure to m
sure it is proposed, and an estimate is given of the lik
resultingCPTbound.

In the present context, the dominantCPT-breaking
terms from the model act to modify the Dirac equatio
In natural unitssh̄  c  1d, the result is

sigm≠m 2 eAmgm 2 amgm 2 bmg5gm 2 mdc  0 ,

(3)

wherec is the electron-positron field,Am is the photon
field, e is the electron charge, andm is its mass. The
eight quantitiesam and bm are (small) real constant
that are invariant underCPT transformations and ac
as effective coupling constants. The standardCPT-
transformation properties ofc can be used to show tha
the terms involvingam andbm breakCPT. These features
and Eq. (3) largely suffice to develop the results in t
present work. Various issues concerning other symme
transformations (including rotational and boost properti
and more general extensions of quantum electrodynam
are treated in Ref. [10] but are not directly relevant her

In g 2 2 experiments, the leading contributions to th
energy spectrum originate in the particle interaction w
the constant magnetic field of the Penning trap. T
quadrupole electric field and other fields produce les
effects. Since any possibleCPT violation must be small,
it suffices to work within a perturbative framework usin
relativistic quantum mechanics. The fieldc can thus be
regarded as a Dirac wave function for an electron, andAm

can be treated as a background electromagnetic poten
We denote byĤ2

0 the conventional Dirac Hamiltonian
operator for an electron in the potentialAm for a constant
magnetic field, including an anomaly term. The exa
eigenenergies of̂H2

0 are the usual Landau levels, and th
eigensolutions can be used as the basis for perturba
calculations. In the presence of theCPT-violating terms
given in Eq. (3), the modified Dirac Hamiltonian for th
electron wave function iŝH2  Ĥ2

0 1 Ĥ2
int, where

Ĥ2
int  amg0gm 2 bmg5g0gm. (4)

The wave function for a positron can be found usi
charge conjugation. Typically, experiments on positro
are performed in Penning traps with the same magn
fields as used for electron experiments, with only t
electric field changing polarity. We therefore solve f
the positron wave function in the same fieldAm as for
the electron. In the present case, this implies the us
Dirac HamiltonianĤ1

0 for a positron is the same aŝH2
0

except that the coefficient ofAm changes sign. Using
the charge-conjugation transformation, theCPT-violating
perturbation for the positron is found to be

Ĥ1
int  2amg0gm 2 bmg5g0gm. (5)

In investigatingCPT-violating effects, it is unnecessar
to include all possible perturbations that are relevant
-
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g 2 2 experiments. For example, the effects of the ma
netron and axial motions and the usual higher-order re
tivistic corrections are all described within conventiona
Dirac theory and are the same for electrons and positro
It therefore suffices to work with the electron and positro
theories described byH6

0 . The point is that all perturbative
corrections except those involvingam andbm vanish when
the electron and positron energies are subtracted. Mo
over, any interactions involving the coupling ofam andbm

to other perturbative terms are of higher order and the
fore can be neglected.

In what follows, we denote the relativistic electron an
positron Landau-level wave functions byc2

n,s andc1
n,s, re-

spectively. The corresponding lowest-order eigenenerg
are denotedE2

n,s andE1
n,s, wheren  0, 1, 2, . . . labels the

level number ands  61 labels the spin. In the elec-
tron case the spin-up and spin-down states form two la
ders of levels, for which the spin-down states with give
n  n0 . 0 are almost degenerate with the spin-up stat
with n  n0 2 1. The degeneracy is broken due to th
anomalous magnetic moment. A similar situation hold
for the positron case, except that the spin labels are
versed. The lowest-order cyclotron and anomaly freque
cies v2

c and v2
a for the electron and the correspondin

frequenciesv1
c andv1

a for the positron can be expresse
in terms of the lowest eigenenergies as

v7
c  E7

1,71 2 E7
0,71, v7

a  E7
0,61 2 E7

1,71 . (6)

We orient our coordinate system so that the magne
field $B  Bẑ lies along the positivez axis, and we choose
the gaugeAm  s0, 2yB, 0, 0d. The lowest-orderCPT-
violating corrections to the electron energies from̂H2

int
then are

dE2
n,61  a0 1 a3

pz

E2
n,61

7 b3

"
1 2

jeBj s2n 1 1 6 1d
E2

n,61sE2
n,61 1 md

#
7 b0

pz

E2
n,61

, (7)

wherepz ; p3 is the third component of the momentum
For the positron, we find a similar expression but with th
replacementsam ! 2am, E2

n,61 ! E1
n,61, and61 ! 71

in the numerator of the third term.
At first sight, it might appear from these equations th

botham andbm have physically observable consequence
However, the corrections due toam correspond to a
redefinition of the zero of the energy and momentum
E ! E 2 a0 and $p ! $p 2 $a, in the dispersion relation
for E2

n,ss $pd. The corresponding shifts for positrons woul
have opposite signs foram. Although the electron and
positron four-momentum shifts are of opposite sign
they cannot be detected ing 2 2 experiments because
the double tower of states in each case is shifted
that all level spacings are constant. The cyclotron a
anomaly frequencies remain unchanged for both cas
and henceam has no observable effect [11]. Without los
of generality, we can therefore setam to zero in what
follows.
1433
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For Penning-trap configurations typically used ing 2 2
experiments, the axial momentum replacespz. Since the
energy of the axial motion is several orders of magnitu
smaller thanE2

n,s, the terms in Eq. (7) involving the prod
uct of b0 with pzyE6

n,s can safely be neglected provide
the ratiob0yb3 is not too large [13]. For the typical mag
netic fields ofB . 5 T, jeBjym2 . 1029, so the correc-
tion terms involving the product ofb3 with jeBj can also be
ignored. The dominantCPT-violating contributions there
fore depend only onb3. It follows that there are no correc
tions to the cyclotron frequencies, while the electron a
positron anomaly frequencies shift by22b3 and2b3, re-
spectively. This gives

Dvc ; v2
c 2 v1

c  0 , Dva ; v2
a 2 v1

a  24b3 .

(8)

The leading-order signal forCPTbreaking in Penning-trap
g 2 2 experiments with fixed magnetic field is therefo
a difference between the electron and positron anom
frequencies. Note that the signature (8) forCPTviolation
is sensitive only to the spatial components of$b in the
direction of $B. However, since the relative direction
of the two vectors can be probed experimentally,
example by changing the orientation of$B or by performing
measurements at different times, bounds on the diffe
spatial components of$b are in principle accessible.

At this point, we can address the issue of the appro
ateness of the figure of meritrg given in Eq. (2) as a suit
able measure ofCPTviolation. Recall that theg factor of
an elementary particle is essentially the strength of the
romagnetic ratio, which is the ratio of the magnitudes
the magnetic moment and the angular momentum. C
ventional quantum electrodynamics for an electron i
Penning trap predictss g 2 2d  2vayvc, and CPT in-
variance predictsg2  g1. The latter relation holds to
within the measurement accuracy of two parts in 1012. It
therefore appears tempting to use the figure of meritrg of
Eq. (2) as a measure ofCPT violation. However, within
our framework,CPT is broken without affecting the elec
tron or positron gyromagnetic ratios. This means that
theoretical value ofrg is zero even thoughCPT is broken.

One might be tempted to fix this problem by ado
ing as fundamental the conventional experimentally ba
definition sgexpt 2 2d ; 2vayvc, whereva and vc are
experimental frequencies. This definition ofg would
makerg nonzero ifCPT is violated, but it would be differ-
ent from the theoretical definition based on the gyrom
netic ratio. Moreover,rg would then depend on the fiel
B and might not be well defined. For example, our
sult (8) means thatrg would becomerg  jDvayvav

a j ø
j4b3yv2

a j, which diverges in the weak-field limitB ! 0.
This provides an explicit counterexample to the thesis
rg is a suitableCPTfigure of merit.

A more appropriate figure of merit can be introduc
theoretically in a general context as the ratio of aCPT-
violating electron-positron energy-level difference and
1434
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basic energy scale:

re ; jsE 2
n,s 2 E 1

n,2sdyE 2
n,sj , (9)

taken as usual in the weak-field, zero-momentum lim
Here,E 2

n,s andE 1
n,s denote energy eigenvalues for the ful

Penning-trap Hamiltonians. Within our particular frame
work E 2

n,s ! m in this limit, and the difference of ener-
gies in the numerator becomes half the difference betwe
the two measured anomaly frequencies,Dvay2 ø 22b3,
independent ofn and s. Thus, in our model the defi-
nition (9) reduces tore  jDvay2mj  j2b3ymj. This
shows that, unlike the conventional quantityrg, the figure
of merit re is a well-defined measure ofCPT violation.
Moreover, since it is a ratio of energies, it is comparab
to the measurerK in Eq. (1) conventionally used forCPT
tests with the neutral-kaon system.

Within the framework of scenarios involving spon-
taneous CPT and Lorentz breaking from a higher-
dimensional fundamental model such as a string theo
[6,7,14], the natural suppression scale forCPT violation
is the ratio of a light scaleml to a large (Planck or
compactification) scaleM. It is therefore plausible that
re ø mlyM. Some intuition as to the range of possible
values for re can be found by choosing various value
for ml . If ml ø m and takingM ø MPlanck, we find
re . 5 3 10223. If insteadml . 250 GeV, which is of
the order of the electroweak scale, thenre . 2 3 10217.

We have seen that any existingCPTviolation generated
by $b would induce a potentially measurable shift betwee
the energy levels of electrons and positrons in a Penni
trap. Indeed, the ratiore could be bounded in experiments
using current techniques. We have investigated seve
possible experimental procedures that could be adopt
The most effective one would involve taking advantag
of the predicted vanishing of the differenceDvc in the
electron and positron cyclotron frequencies. Sincev7

a
both depend on the magnitude of the magnetic field,
would be important to maintain the calibration ofB in
the measurements ofDva. This could be accomplished
by using the equality of the cyclotron frequencies t
verify that the magnetic field remains the same for bo
electrons and positrons. The ratiore could then be
obtained from measurements ofDva at equal values
of the magnetic field. These measurements could
repeated using different values of the magnetic field
verify that Dva is independent of the magnitudeB for a
fixed orientation of the field axis. Since the Penning tra
configuration selects the component of$b in the direction
of $B, an additional check would involve looking for
diurnal variations in the differenceDva.

We can estimate the bound onre that could be
attained. Suppose the angular anomaly frequencies can
measured to an accuracy of approximately 10 Hz. Th
would seem feasible, for example, using the line-fittin
procedure described in Ref. [4]. At the same time, th
equality of the cyclotron frequencies would have to b
maintained to an accuracy of one part in 108 to account
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for possible drifts in the magnetic field. Using Eq. (8
b3  2Dvay4. Assuming no differences in the angula
frequency are observed to this level of precision, th
the boundjb3j & 2 3 10215 eV can be obtained. This
corresponds to aCPTfigure of merit ofre & 10220 in the
electron-positron sector.

This estimate suggests a somewhat tighter bound
re would be attainable than that for the correspondi
figure of merit rK arising from experiments with the
neutral-kaon system. However, performing the latter te
would continue to be essential because neutral-me
CPT violation is controlled by distinctCPT-violating
parameters appearing in the quark sector. In any eve
a bound of the estimated magnitude forre in the electron-
positron sector would be in line with the greater precisio
that is experimentally accessible in a Penning trap us
measurements of atomic transition frequencies.
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